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The SCE certification is offered in two versions, with a focus on DECT solutions or with a focus on desk phones.
However, the foundation of both courses is the same, namely the following courses:
SPT, Network - Basic, SIP - Basics, SIP - Advanced, VoIP - Basics, VoIP - Advanced, Network - Advanced

Snom Certified Engineer (SCE) - Deskphone
The SCE certification has been offered by Snom for many years and is permanently adapted to the development of the technology. It is currently the
highest award offered by Snom.
The goal of this in-depth technical course is to provide participants with all the skills necessary to design, deploy and manage VoIP solutions based on
Snom IP phones and products. The course participants should have a solid knowledge of IP/SIP/VoIP and the training is ideal for support engineers or
system administrators who want to learn more about Snom products.
Dates and events on site can be found in the section below: Classroom Training.

Participants in this course will learn more about:
SCE - Deskphone
SPT
Network - Basic
SIP - Basics
SIP - Advanced
VoIP - Basics
VoIP - Advanced
Network - Advanced
Deskphone: Connecting
Deskphone: Advanced Features
Deskphone: Provisioning
Deskphone: XML Applications
Deskphone: Security
Deskphone: Troubleshooting

SCE - Classroom training
This course is a two-day classroom course led by one of our experienced trainers.
Requirements to be able to participate in a SCE training is the successful completion of the following three basic courses:
SPT
Network - Basic
SIP - Basics

Details:
The registration process will be done via the communicated dates via Eventbrite. At the start of the course, you must have completed the three
mandatory courses in order to participate in the course.
The course content will be activated for you at the beginning of the course.
Many courses include references to exercises in the SCE Exercise Manual.
The exercise manual and the SPLiT exercise environment are available for download.
For your support we have provided a Wireshark beginner course.
You have to pass two exams:
The theoretical exam consists of 50 multiple choice questions
You will receive the result of the theoretical exam immediately.
And the practical exam includes 4 tasks..
You will receive the result of the practical exam a few days later together with the overall result.
After passing the exam, the badge and the certificate will be made available to you in the online platform.

You find the dates of our next SCE trainings on our website.

SCE - Online training - Starts on 01.03.2021
The SCE - Online Training covers the same scope as the corresponding classroom training.
Requirements to be able to participate in a SCE training is the successful completion of the following three basic courses:
SPT
Network - Basic
SIP - Basics

Details:
The registration process will be done via the communicated dates via Eventbrite. At the start of the course, you must have completed the three
mandatory courses in order to participate in the course.
You may view the course content at your own discretion for as long as you wish.
Many courses include references to exercises in the SCE Exercise Manual.
The exercise manual and the SPLiT exercise environment are available for download.
For your support we have provided a Wireshark beginner course.
You have to pass two exams:
The theoretical exam consists of 50 multiple choice questions
You will receive the result of the theoretical exam immediately.
And the practical exam includes 4 tasks.
You will receive the result of the practical exam a few days later together with the overall result.
After passing the exam, the badge and the certificate will be made available to you in the online platform.

Differences to classroom training:
No hardware is issued to the course participants. The participants have to take care of this themselves in advance.
There are no costs for travel and hotel.
The course price is significantly lower.

Snom Certified Engineer (SCE) - DECT

The SCE certification has been offered by Snom for many years and is permanently adapted to the development of the technology. It is currently the
highest award offered by Snom. The goal of this in-depth technical course is to provide participants with all the skills necessary to design, deploy and
manage VoIP solutions based on Snom DECT devices. The course participants should have a sound knowledge of IP/SIP/VoIP and the training is ideal for
support engineers or system administrators who want to learn more about Snom products.

Participants in this course will learn more about:
SCE - DECT
SPT
Network - Basic
SIP - Basics
SIP - Advanced
VoIP - Basics
VoIP - Advanced
Network - Advanced
DECT: Basics
DECT: System Configuration
DECT: Multicell
DECT: Site Survey
DECT: Provisioning
DECT: Troubleshooting

SCE - Classroom training
This course is a one-day classroom course led by one of our experienced trainers.
Requirements to be able to participate in a SCE training is the successful completion of the following three basic courses:
SPT
Network - Basic
SIP - Basics

Details:
The registration process will be done via the communicated dates via Eventbrite. At the start of the course, you must have completed the three
mandatory courses in order to participate in the course.
The course content will be activated for you at the beginning of the course.
Many courses include references to exercises in the SCE Exercise Manual.
The exercise manual and the SPLiT exercise environment are available for download.
For your support we have provided a Wireshark beginner course.
You have to pass two exams:
The theoretical exam consists of 50 multiple choice questions
You will receive the result of the theoretical exam immediately.
And the practical exam includes 4 tasks..
You will receive the result of the practical exam a few days later together with the overall result.
After passing the exam, the badge and the certificate will be made available to you in the online platform.

You find the dates of our next SCE trainings on our website.

SCE - Online training - Starts on 01.03.2021
The SCE - Online Training covers the same scope as the corresponding classroom training.
Requirements to be able to participate in a SCE training is the successful completion of the following three basic courses:
SPT
Network - Basic
SIP - Basics

Details:

The registration process will be done via the communicated dates via Eventbrite. At the start of the course, you must have completed the three
mandatory courses in order to participate in the course.
You may view the course content at your own discretion for as long as you wish.
Many courses include references to exercises in the SCE Exercise Manual.
The exercise manual and the SPLiT exercise environment are available for download.
For your support we have provided a Wireshark beginner course.
You have to pass two exams:
The theoretical exam consists of 50 multiple choice questions
You will receive the result of the theoretical exam immediately.
And the practical exam includes 4 tasks.
You will receive the result of the practical exam a few days later together with the overall result.
After passing the exam, the badge and the certificate will be made available to you in the online platform.

Differences to classroom training:
No hardware is issued to the course participants. The participants have to take care of this themselves in advance.
There are no costs for travel and hotel.
The course price is significantly lower.

Partner Informations
The SCE certification is the required level for partners to obtain the Gold Partner Status for their company.
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For more information about the Snom Partner Program and its benefits, please visit https://www.snom.com/en/partners/partner-portal/.

Further Information
VoIP Essentials
Visit the Snom Forum
Open a support ticket
Find a local partner
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